BOYKIN SPANIELS FOREVER

It broke our hearts to read about Rosey. Your love and dedication to
your dogs are the reason we are so very blessed! I will never forget the
day we came (two years ago) to pick up our puppy. I think I watched
you more than the puppies. Your love for these animals was so obvious.
Our Scout has now become the love of our life and we could not have
imagined the love, affection and intelligence he shows us. This is all due
to you and the type of breeder you are and this is also why you are the
best. - Ken & Jean Richards, FL
I’m a proud boykin spaniel owner from Ontario,
Canada and have never seen another one in all
the years we have had the dog. I’ve been reading
the Boykin’s Forever online publications and have
thoroughly enjoyed the articles and pictures. Simba
was given to us in February 1996 when he was
10 months old and I am happy to say he has just
celebrated his 15th birthday on March 26th. He is
a wonderful family pet and a source of great enjoyment. When we were given our boykin we had never
seen or heard of the breed and since our family has
never done any hunting we had no idea he was a
hunting breed. In fact everywhere we go people ask
us what type of dog he is and comment that he is so
unique and love his coloring.
- Susan Trott
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Waggin Tails

“Being a Boykin Spaniel is
SNOW much fun!”
- Vivian Grice, SC

“Scout” (3 years) & “Penny
Moon Joy” (1.5 Years)
Half Sisters
- Tom Edmister, TN

“Charley” and “Daisy”
- Debbi Stribling
“Boy Howdy”
- Jeffery Rush, FL
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“Sullivan” - Chris Challoner, SC

